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reaily: €5o,ooo.That's a
heck ofa lot of money to spend on any'
thing not made from bricks and mortar.
Mind you, value is a relative thing: the
Beckhams might consider Panasonic's
newTH-ro3PX6oo plasma a must-have.
There's no denying the visual impact
ofthis ro3in leviathan. It arrived in the
biggest flight casewe've evet seen, and it
took a crane - yes, really - to heft it into
action. But since the picture is r.zm high
and z.3rn wide, and it weighs zzokg (or
345kg on its floorstanding pedestal),
that's not surprising...
The Panasonic sports rgzo x ro8o
resolution and a variety ofsiot-in input
boards that allow plenty ofsources to be
hooked in. Ours only had an HDMI
input, but that was enough to link in
both Blu-ray and Sky HD, as well as a
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"Thepicture
is1.2mhigh,
2.3mwide,andit weighs
220kg"
inatanamazing
standard-definition Freeview tuner
(there isrit one included) to sample the
Panasonic's eye-wateringly big picture.
But while it's big, is it any good?Well,
like we said - value's a relative thing.
Throw in the best HD signals, and you'Il
be happy with most picture elements:
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the image is bright, colourful and consistent from edge to edge. However,
flaws like iagged lines and digital noise
are (inevitably) amplified, while you
drop down to standard-definition
images at your peril. Not good.
Us? We'd have a high-end projector, a
big screen, a fancy lens, a top-end source
or two and enough change for some surround sound kit. Dream on, eh. . .
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